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OUR NOTE TO YOU

HELLO

Dear Friend,

it's so nice to "meet" you

Hi, we are Eric and Denise. We are both humbled and excited our book is in your hands..
No matter the circumstances that brought you to where you are today, we are ready to
welcome you and your precious child with open loving arms. You don’t know us yet, but we
have been praying for you for a while now. No doubt you have a lot of nerves about this
process and we do too! We know already that you are an incredibly courageous woman
with this process and your story will be spoken of in our home with love and respect. Again,
we admire your strength and courage as you consider making an adoption plan for your
child.
For us, the thought of adoption was something we always talked about. After a lot of
thought and prayer, we are so excited about growing our family through adoption! We
have been married for 10 years and are blessed with three kids, Owen- 8, Lawrence-6, and
Reggie-3.Their energy is boundless and we love the laughter that they bring into our lives
daily.
We hope that this profile book will provide you a snapshot of who we are and more
importantly, the life your child would have growing up with us. We tried to fit in things we
thought were important about us including our faith, kids, family, home, and more. We are
also open to further questions if you have them. We both love being parents (yes, even on
those long days) and have talked about our passion for adoption since we were dating. We
will celebrate your child's heritage, race, or nationality no matter how different from ours.
We have intentionally sought out networks of people who are different from us that we call
family who will help us in this process.
Thanks for considering us, and reading our book. If you have questions or want to learn
more, we are open to sharing more.

WITH LOVE & APPRECIATION

Eric & Denise

OUR STORY
We met in our junior year of college after I (Denise) switched schools. Eric and I
were in a few business classes together and he offered to tutor me after class
when he heard my expression of frustration. I accepted only to later realize
someone else was tutoring him. Eric just wanted “an in” so we could hang out
more. I did not care because I needed the help, and he was very caring and
helpful. At the time we both played college sports and still enjoy working out and
friendly competition. We were so compatible and quickly fell in love. Two years
later he proposed and we have been together ever since. As mentioned
previously, we are proud to have just celebrated our 10th wedding anniversary in
January. When schedules allow, we try to volunteer in their class at school, coach
sports and plan vacations with them. As a family we love to be outside whenever
possible hiking in the woods, riding bikes, campfires, movie nights and many
games. We can't wait to share all these things with a new little one! We
intentionally have raised our boys to be hard working, respectful, empathetic to
others, and make them aware of their limitless potential. Our goal is to
coninuously provide support, offer opportunities, and always encouage them
through all of life's ups and downs!

WHY WE ARE ADOPTING
Firstly, we have a heart for kids. We both love
being parents. As proof of this, we both volunteer
as mentors for 5th and 6th graders at our church
where we provide wisdom at an age where
influences and pressures are very high. We don’t
claim to have all the answers for parenting but
love sharing with the kids, are our own mistakes
we have made and how God has helped us
through them.
Secondly, we have talked about our passion for
adoption since we were dating. We have personal
connections with families who have adopted, and
their stories of grace, compassion and love have
influenced us greatly. Some of these stories were
on both sides of making an adoption plan for
their child and others joining a family through
adoption.
Lastly, a few years ago, Denise had complications
with surgery, making future pregnancies unlikely.
While we are blessed with three boys today, we
always wanted four (what we both grew up with).
For us, having siblings was/is a massive influence
in our character formation and overall growth as
an individual. Your child would grow up with fun,
playful and protective brothers and parents who
loved them all the same!
ADOPTION
‘WHERE FAMILIES ARE UNITED BY GOD
AND CHOSEN BY EACH OTHER, A BOND
SEALED BY A PROMISE TO LOVE
UNCONDITIONALLY, NO MATTER THE
STORMS THEY FACE”

MEET

Denise
Denise is a full time mom to Owen, Lawrence, and Reggie. She loves being home with the kids.
She can also be found volunteering at the school or other community events. Additionally, she is
a cheerleader, therapist, and doctor on the ride home from soccer, basketball, school pick up.
Before having kids she was a salesperson for a large food company. It was okay but once we had
kids it was financially neutral to work (income) vs the expense of childcare and she found herself
enjoying staying home. As a result of those factors, staying home became an easy decision and
she has been out of the workforce ever since. Denise is the levelheaded member of our family
that keeps calm when things get stressful. Her days are filled with supporting, encouraging, and
playing with the kids. She enjoys teaching them to read, write, explore nature, and sing silly
songs.
Denise is a part of a mops group through our church and has been leading it for the past four
years. She also plays volleyball a few times a month with a group of friends.
She loves to garden! Planting vegetables and then tending to them as they grow is so satisfying
to her. The garden highlight last year was fresh strawberries and sugar snap peas you could eat
straight from the vine. Getting dirty and working with her hands is a must.
Denise has a strong faith in God and her relationship with him is something that brings peace
Height: 5'7
and joy in her life.
Education: Bachelors of Science (Business Management)
from Huntington University
Profession: Stay at home Mom
Personality: Being active, serving others, very loving
Hobbies: Volleyball, Gardening
Favorite Tradition: Celebrating half birthdays

WHAT I
LOVE ABOUT

Denise

WRITTEN BY ERIC

Denise is beautiful, kind, organized, amazing
with kids and loving. She is quiet about those
things, but her beauty is loud to me! Anyone
who has met her knows this. She is a leader and
will never quit. She is a fierce competitor in all
games and usually wins. Denise grew up on a
farm and her personality is very unique because
of it. She often surprises others with her
willingness to step into dirty situations others
might shy away from and is ready to tackle
problems. Her sleeves are always rolled and
ready for something. She is just the best. She is
a baby magnet, kids of all ages love her, and she
loves them right back.
.

SOME OF
MY
FAVORITE
THINGS
Gardening,
volleyball, tacos,
brownies

WHAT I
LOVE ABOUT

Eric

WRITTEN BY DENISE

I know where Eric stands on every issue because
he stands on what is right and what will please
God. He loves people well and is one of the most
caring people I know. He will drop anything to
help a friend in need. I love that Eric is goofy and
makes me laugh even when I'm mad. He makes
our kids laugh so much with all his pretend
characters. He is my biggest cheerleader and
supports me no matter what new thing I'm trying
to do. He has such a big heart and is genuine,
selfless, and humble. Eric is extremely smart and
can fix anything. He is very active in our
children’s lives and teaches them all his wisdom
and skills.

SOME OF MY
FAVORITE THINGS
Working out, golf, anything related to
Liverpool or English Premier League
Soccer, Lasagna, and Mom's apple pie

MEET

Eric
Eric brings the crazy, spontaneous side to our family. He works full time for a large Diesel
Engine Company as a sourcing manager. His job is low stress and offers a great balance
between work and family life. Eric is a hands-on person and can fix any problem that comes
around. Recently he replaced our water heater, cut trees for firewood and, unfortunately,
numerous repairs on our vehicles, all while patiently teaching our boys the same skills. Eric
was once changing the oil in one of our cars when our first son Owen was very little. Owen
took a wire brush to the paint of the car to “help out”. Eric quickly and calmly redirected the
"help" and went back to the oil change laughing under the car.
Eric is very passionate about soccer and enjoys coaching our kid’s soccer teams. He is a
great leader and an awesome dad. He takes the time to have one on one time with our boys.
He relates to our kids through personal stories and his many made up characters that he
acts out with a funny voice. XR-73(crazy robot who reboots often) , Jus-Wee (French lady who
loves talking about hair) , The Ace ( cool guy), and Vladimir ( Russian spy) to name a few. The
boys love the characters, and each one has its own issues that the boys get to teach and
help the characters improve. It also brings a ton of laughs.
Height: 6’0
Education: Bachelors of Science (Business Management)
from Huntington University & (Masters in Business) from
Bethel University
Profession: Sourcing Manager
Personality: Funny, being active, Mr fixer
Hobbies: Soccer, Professional Homeowner
Favorite Tradition: Birthday meal

MEET OUR KIDS
We both strive to make family time a priority and if you were a “fly on the wall” at our
house you would find both of us on the floor playing with our kids. We enjoy tackling,
playing cards, coloring, playing dinosaurs, or our famous animal game (charades).
We have three boys and they are all precious gifts from God. We love spending time
together as a family. We love to play outside, work on home projects, cuddle up for a
movie, or play games. During the summer you would find us roasting marshmallows in
our backyard, fishing, climbing trees, or exploring our woods. Oftentimes we grab our rain
gear and splash in puddles. We like to have fun and find joy in the simple things.

OWEN
Owen is the best big brother.
He loves reading, playing video
games, soccer, and drawing. He
is a natural leader and protector.
He has the kindest heart and
would give you the shirt off his
back if you asked.

LAWRENCE
Lawrence loves taking care
of his younger brother and
has boundless energy. He
is really smart and loves
helping others. He loves
fixing or building things
with his Dad.

REGGIE
Reggie, our youngest son, is an
entertainer. He doesn't like when
anyone is sad and will make up a
silly dance or song to make others
laugh. His favorite things are
dragons, dinosaurs, and cracking
eggs anytime we ask.

HOME

We live in the country on 7 acres just a few miles from town. The location is ideal, with a
peaceful, rural vibe where deer and other wildlife frequently wander through our yard.
Outside we have an apple and pear tree, garden with fresh vegetables, a tree house,
trampoline, paved driveway to learn how to ride a bike, and tons of grass to let the
imagination run wild. Inside, this child’s bedroom will be next to ours. Their room is a calming
green with a window that faces our woods. Our family room has light blue walls and 8
windows to allow lots of light. It is very open and has lots of space to play and run, a comfy
couch to snuggle when reading books, a craft table to let their imagination run wild.

OUR COMMUNITY
We enjoy taking our kids swimming, playgrounds around town, teaching them sports like
soccer, basketball, and kickball, and hiking in our woods. Our town has a children's
museum, aquarium, and a few indoor playgrounds we visit alot when the weather is cold.
Even living in the country we still have neighbors. Next door our neighbors say hi every
time we see them. They have a pool and we are able to swim anytime we want. She is a
nurse and he is a retired police officer. They both are very sweet. We have other neighbors
with children and we have enjoyed spending time with them as well.
Our church family is very important to us. They are our friends and family in good times
and they are part of our support system when things are tough. We want our kids to grow
up knowing the importance of community and serving one another in love.

MEET OUR FAMILIES

DENISE'S FAMILY
I grew up on my parent’s farm with three sisters. I remember playing all the time
and have such sweet memories of my childhood. When I reached middle school I
remember learning the definition of hard work, balancing life (school, sports, and
farm work), and learning to have my own relationship with Jesus.
My parents live on this same farm today and have cows, chickens, goats, and
sometimes baby pigs. My baby sister (Aunt Fee) lives just a mile down the road
from my parents with her husband and 2 kids (cousins age 4, and 2). My oldest
sister (Aunt Cassie) lives 3 miles away with her family (cousins ages 10, 8, 3), while
my middle sister (Aunt Evie) lives 10 miles away with her kids (cousins age 11,3). I
also have 2 grandparents who live in the same town as well as several extended
family members. All of which are excited to meet this child. Family is very
important to me and I cherish the time I get to spend with my family.

ERIC'S FAMILY

Eric grew up on the east
coast. 40 mins from DC. Eric's
family is very supportive. His
parents make a few trips to
our house each year and
attend the boy’s soccer
games. We do not life close
however, he talks to his
parents every Sunday night
and his siblings monthly. His
siblings utilize Face Time and
are available for our kids. They
celebrate all the good and
encourage when we have
faced challenges. The 5
families below represent 5
different states. We all get
together twice a year for a
long extended weekend and
family vacations on the beach.

1. Getting child's room ready
2. Building the tree house
3. Exploring our woods
4. Getting ready to swim at the neighbors

FAITH
AND

Values

Our journey has not been easy but we are proud of where we are today. We both have
made mistakes in our past and been subject to our own insecurities and fears about life
and things unknown. Though we grew up in the Church, it was not until we became
adults that we made the choice to follow God. Denise and I recognize we are not
perfect parents and we do fall short. We recognize in our own experiences/ mistakes
that some of the challenges we faced were due to some ways our own parents fell
short. We will be no different; however, we have made the conscious decision to be
actively involved in things that set up our kids with a network of people that believe in
and invest in them including sports, coaches, church and small groups. Where we fall
short, we want them to be comfortable to ask questions in a safe way that confirms our
own teaching or guidance. We not only consume that strategy but also contribute by
serving as 5th and 6th grade leaders during Sunday school. In short- we try to practice
what we preach.
We care about doing the right thing! Being honest people is something we value in
others and try to exhibit ourselves. We take joy in helping our friends, family, or
strangers out whenever we can. We value spending quality time with our friends and
family. We have a super close group of friends we consider family.

IF YOU ENTRUST US, WE PROMISE TO:
Love them unconditionally, support them in every way and protect them with a safe home where
their unique personality can thrive
Offer guidance and teach them to always be kind to everyone no matter how different they are or
what background they come from
Help reveal their maximum potential and foster their ambition to achieve their best while also
learning from mistakes on the way
Honor you in our home with respect for your choices, gratitude for the privilege you have given us,
and empathy for you and your child's emotions as they come. We recognize the loss in adoption
and will give your child space to feel it while providing answers and support.

ONE LAST THANK YOU
We will show up for you and this child no matter
what. They will grow up feeling loved, supported,
encouraged, and lots of grace when the mistakes
happen. They will be loved beyond measure and no
matter what, we will always be on their team. They
will learn that anything they set their mind to is
possible and learn the skills to get there!

Thank you for taking the time to read about us. We
look forward to getting to know you more if this
makes sense. We welcome you to contact us if you
are interested in us parenting your child. We can be
reached through our agency.

ERIC

and

DENISE

made
with

for you

